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book Who is Derek Jeter? Gail Herman Gail Herman 9780545902304 545902304 Highlights the life and accomplishments of the shortstop and captain of the New York Yankees. 2015-01-01 106 2022-09-29 1

book Who was King Tut? Roberta Edwards Roberta Edwards 9780545484145 545484146 Explains the life and times of this ancient Egyptian ruler, covering the story of the tomb&#039;s discovery, as well as myths and stories of mummy curses. 105 2022-09-29 1

book Where Are the Great Pyramids? (Where Is...?) Dorothy Hoobler, Thomas Hoobler Dorothy Hoobler 9780448484099 448484099 The Great Pyramids of Egypt--all kids over the age of five recognize them instantly. These massive tombs were built thousands of years ago, and still no one knows exactly how the ancient Egyptians did it! In this informative account, Dorothy and Thomas Hoobler tell the story of the powerful pharaohs who commissioned the pyramids at Giza and offer a fascinating look at the culture of the afterlife in ancient Egypt, explaining exactly how mummies were made. Easy to read and scrupulously researched, this explores the mysteries that have attracted countless visitors to the pyramids for centuries.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-09-15 112 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Christopher Columbus? Bonnie Bader Bonnie Bader 9780545640398 545640393 Offers insight into the historical events that prompted Columbus' efforts to establish new trade routes to the Indies, his struggles to obtain financial support for his voyages, and the important discoveries that caused him to become known as the "Great Admiral of the Seas."2013-01-01 106 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Rosa Parks? Yona Zeldis McDonough Yona McDonough 9780545640367 545640369 In 1955, Rosa Parks refused to give her bus seat to a white passenger in Montgomery, Alabama. This seemingly small act triggered civil rights protests across America and earned Rosa Parks the title &quot;Mother of the Civil Rights Movement.&quot; 106 2022-09-29 1

book What Are the Summer Olympics? (What Was...?) Gail Herman Gail Herman 9780448488349 448488345 Back in 775 BC, athletes from all over Ancient Greece came together to compete in various games. The contests were held every four years and winning athletes brought honor and respect to their homelands.The tradition of the Olympic Games faded over time until 1896, when they were brought back to life. The first modern Olympics were held in Athens, Greece, with over two hundred athletes from fourteen countries. Today, nearly three thousand years after the first Games, the Summer Olympics attract one hundred thousand top athletes from over two hundred countries. Billions of fans around the world cheer on their national teams to bring back the gold.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2016-03-22 112 2022-09-29 1

book What Is the Stanley Cup? Gail Herman, Who HQ, Gregory Copeland (Illustrator) Gail Herman 9781524786472 1524786470 Out of the thirty-two pro hockey teams that compete, only one can call itself the champion and proudly hoist up the Stanley Cup--the oldest sports trophy in the world! From the formation of the leagues and the crowning of the first championship-winning team, to the Rangers' Stanley Cup curse and the uncertain fate of the teams during the Spanish flu epidemic, this book recounts the highs and lows of this exciting ice hockey series.Penguin Young Readers Group 2019-03-12 112 2022-09-29 1

book Where is Alcatraz? Nico Medina Nico Medina 9781338137224 1338137220 "Escape from the ordinary and break into Alcatraz, America's most famous prison! The island of Alcatraz has always been a place that's fascinated visitors, from the Native American tribes who believed it was home to evil spirits to the Spanish explorers who discovered the island. In modern times, it was a federal prison for only 29 years, but now draws over a million visitors each year. Learn the history of America's most famous prison, from its initial construction as a fort in the 1800s, to its most famous residents such as Al Capone and 'Machine Gun' Kelly. Where Is Alcatraz? also chronicles some of the most exciting escape attempts--even one that involved chipping through stone with spoons and constructing rafts out of raincoats!"--2016-01-01 108 2022-09-29 1

book What Was the Age of the Dinosaurs? Megan Stine Megan Stine 9780451532640 451532643 Travel back to the time when the mighty dinosaurs ruled the earth.The Age of Dinosaurs began about 250 million years ago. In the beginning they were quite small but over time they evolved into the varied and fascinating creatures that captivate our imaginations today. What we know about dinosaurs is evolving, too! We've learned that some dinosaurs were good parents, that dinosaurs could grow new teeth when old ones fell out, and that most dinosaurs walked on two legs. We've even discovered that birds are modern relatives of dinosaurs!Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2017-02-28 112 2022-09-29 1

book Where Is Niagara Falls? Megan Stine Megan Stine 9780448484259 448484250 While traveling through Canada in 1678, a French priest came across the most gigantic waterfalls he'd ever seen. Stricken with both awe and fear, he began to shake, fell to his knees, and prayed. Ever since, people from all over the world have come to explore Niagara: among them the daredevils determined to tumble down or walk across the falls on tightrope. Kids will get a kick reading about the hare-brained stunts and will also learn how the falls were formed and how--one day--they will disappear.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-09-15 112 2022-09-29 1

book What Were the Salem Witch Trials? (What Was...?) Joan Holub Joan Holub 9780448479057 448479052 Something wicked was brewing in the small town of Salem, Massachusetts in 1692. It started when two girls, Betty Parris and Abigail Williams, began having hysterical fits. Soon after, other local girls claimed they were being pricked with pins. With no scientific explanation available, the residents of Salem came to one conclusion: it was witchcraft! Over the next year and a half, nineteen people were convicted of witchcraft and hanged while more languished in prison as hysteria swept the colony. Author Joan Holub gives readers and inside look at this sinister chapter in history.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-08-11 112 2022-09-29 1

book Where is the Bermuda Triangle? Megan Stine Megan Stine 9781338557190 133855719X "Who doesn't love a great mystery? This book presents the eerie accidents and unexplained disappearances that have occurred in the region known as the Bermuda Triangle. Even before it was named, the Bermuda Triangle--roughly bounded by Miami, Bermuda, and Puerto Rico--had gained a mythic reputation. The Bermuda Triangle became famous for making boats and ships vanish, and for snatching planes right out of the sky. But are these stories true? And if they are true, is there a more sensible reason that refutes the bad karma of the region? With so many mystifying events to learn about, readers will love disappearing into this story"--2019-01-01 106 2022-09-29 1

book Chocolate Fever Robert Kimmel Smith Robert Smith 9780439851398 439851394 Henry&#039;s absolutely freaky ver chocolate, loco over cocoa. He can&#039;t get enough, until-aaarrrgh!...It&#039;s (gulp) CHOCOALATE FEVER.&quot; And then he found himself caught up in a wild, hilarious chase, climaxed by a most unusual hijacking!Scholastic, Inc. 1972-01-01 93 2022-09-29 1

book What Were the Twin Towers? Jim O'Connor Jim O'Connor 9781338100280 1338100289 "Discover the true story of the Twin Towers--how they came to be the tallest buildings in the world and why they were destroyed. When the Twin Towers were built in 1973, they were billed as an architectural wonder. At 1,368 feet, they clocked in as the tallest buildings in the world and changed the New York City skyline dramatically. Offices and corporations moved into the towers--also known as the World Trade Center--and the buildings were seen as the economic hub of the world. But on September 11, 2001, a terrorist attack toppled the towers and changed our nation forever. Discover the whole story of the Twin Towers--from their ambitious construction to their tragic end"--2016-01-01 108 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Roald Dahl? True Kelley True Kelley 9780545640305 054564030X Roald Dahl is one of the most famous children&#039;s book authors ever. Now in this Who Was-- ? biography, children will learn of his real-life adventures. A flying ace for the British Air Force, he was married to an Academy Award-winning actress. He also wrote books and screenplays for adults. Entertaining and readable, this biography has 80 black-and-white illustrations.102 2022-09-29 1

book Who Is Jeff Kinney? Patrick Kinney, John Hinderliter Patrick Kinney 9780545902250 545902258 Scholastic 2022-09-29 1

book Where Is Mount Everest? Nico Medina Nico Medina 9780448484082 448484080 As the recent deaths of sixteen Sherpas underscore, climbing Mount Everest remains a daunting challenge. Located in the Himalayas, Everest is the highest mountain in the world at a whopping 29,029 feet. In this compelling narrative, Nico Medina guides readers through the mountain’s ancient beginnings, first human settlers, historic climbs, and the modern commercialization of mountain-climbing. With stories of expeditions gone wrong and miraculously successful summit climbs, this is a thrilling addition to the Where Is . . . ? series!Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-05-19 112 2022-09-29 1

book What Was the Hindenburg? Janet Pascal Janet Pascal 9780448481197 448481197 At 800-feet long, the Hindenburg was the largest airship ever built--just slightly smaller than the Titanic! Also of a disastrous end, the zeppelin burst into flame as spectators watched it attempt to land in Lakehurst, New Jersey on May 6, 1937. In under a minute, the Hindenburg was gone, people jumping from windows to escape. However, only 62 of the 97 crew members and passengers onboard survived. The exact cause of the disaster is still unknown and remains a fascinating historical mystery perfect for this series.Grosset & Dunlap 2014-12-26 112 2022-09-29 1

book Who was John F. Kennedy? Yona Zeldis McDonough Yona McDonough 9780545640374 545640377 The man who saved the lives of his PT-109 crewmen during WWII and became the 35th president fought-and won-his first battle at the age of two-and-a-half, when he was stricken with scarlet fever. Although his presidency was cut short, our nation&#039;s youngest elected leader left an indelible mark on the American consciousness and now is profiled in our Who Was...? series. Included are 100 black-and-white illustrations as well as a timeline that guides readers through this eventful period in history.106 2022-09-29 1

book Who is Malala Yousafzai? Dinah Brown Dinah Brown 9780545902274 545902274 Malala Yousafzai was a girl who loved to learn but was told that girls would no longer be allowed to go to school. She wrote a blog that called attention to what was happening in her beautiful corner of Pakistan and realized that words can bring about change. She has continued to speak out for the right of all children to have an education. In 2014 she won the Nobel Peace Prize.2015-01-01 105 2022-09-29 1

book What Is the World Series? (What Was...?) Gail Herman Gail Herman 9780448484068 448484064 "Strike – you’re out!" "He’s safe!" "Homerun!" Every October, millions of baseball fans around the country anxiously wait to see which team wins baseball's biggest championship.  But the original games of the 1900s hardly look like they do today. Take a look back over one hundred years and discover the history of baseball's greatest series. With triumphs, heartbreak, and superstitious curses, this action-packed book brings America’s Pastime to life.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-06-23 112 2022-09-29 1

book Who Was Roberto Clemente? James Buckley Jr. James Jr. 9780448479613 448479613 Growing up the youngest of seven children in Puerto Rico, Roberto Clemente had a talent for baseball. His incredible skill soon got him drafted into the big leagues where he spent 18 seasons playing right field for the Pittsburgh Pirates.&nbsp;Who Was Roberto Clemente?&nbsp;tells the story of this remarkable athlete: a twelve-time All-Star, World Series MVP, and the first Latin American inducted into the Baseball Hall of Fame.Grosset & Dunlap 2014-09-25 112 2022-09-29 1

book Who Were the Brothers Grimm? Avery Reed Avery Reed 9780545902281 545902282 Details the life and times of the nineteenth-century German brothers who penned many famous fairy tales. 2015-01-01 105 2022-09-29 1

book Who Was Robert Ripley? Tim Foley, Kirsten Anderson Tim Foley 9780545840583 545840589 Enter a world of shrunken heads, mystic holy men, shriveled aliens, and bizarre relics in the delightfully odd tale of Robert Ripley. Born in California, Ripley began his career as a sports cartoonist. He went on to chronicle global records and oddities in his weekly column, Believe It Or Not! After publishing mogul William Randolph Hearst took an interest in the column, it became a syndicated global success. Ripley spent his life traveling to more than 200 countries in search of strange objects and interesting facts. His penchant for the peculiar launched an entertainment empire, and his collection of artifacts can be seen worldwide at his famous Odditoriums. Believe it or not! Series InformationWith straightforward language and illustrations on nearly every page, the Who Was...? series invites kids to explore history by learning about key figures from politics, sports, music, literature, and more. Each book tells the story of a person's life and major accomplishments, and discusses the historic events that shaped his or her world. The books also include timelines, bibliographies, and suggestions for further research.Scholastic 2015-01-01 104 2022-09-29 1

book The Watsons Go to Birmingham - 1963 Christopher Paul Curtis Christopher Curtis 9780590690140 590690140 Enter the world of ten-year-old Kenny and his family, the weird Watsons of Flint, Michigan. There&#039;s Momma, Dad, little sister Joetta, and brother Byron, who&#039;s thirteen and an &quot;official juvenile delinquent.&quot; When Momma and Dad decide it&#039;s time for a visit to Grandma, Dad comes home with the amazing Ultra-Glide, and the Watsons set out on a trip like no other. They&#039;re heading South. They&#039;re going to Birmingham, Alabama, toward one of the darkest moments in America&#039;s history.Scholastic, Inc. 1995-01-01 210 2022-09-29 1

book The View From Saturday E. L. Konigsburg E. Konigsburg 9780590129015 590129015 Publication Date: September 1, 1996 | Age Level: 8 and up | Series: Newbery Medal Book

HOW HAD MRS. OLINSKI CHOSEN her sixth-grade Academic Bowl team? She had a number of answers. But were any of them true? How had she really chosen Noah and Nadia and Ethan and Julian? And why did they make such a good team?

It was a surprise to a lot of people when Mrs. Olinski&#039;s team won the sixth-grade Academic Bowl contest at Epiphany Middle School. It was an even bigger surprise when they beat the seventh grade and the eighth grade, too. And when they went on to even greater victories, everyone began to ask: How did it happen?


It happened at least partly because Noah had been the best man (quite by accident) at the wedding of Ethan&#039;s grandmother and Nadia&#039;s grandfather. It happened because Nadia discovered that she could not let a lot of baby turtles die. It happened when Ethan could not let Julian face disaster alone. And it happened because Julian valued something important in himself and saw in the other three something he also valued.


Mrs. Olinski, returning to teaching after having been injured in an automobile accident, found that her Academic Bowl team became her answer to finding confidence and success. What she did not know, at least at first, was that her team knew more than she did the answer to why they had been chosen.


This is a tale about a team, a class, a school, a series of contests and, set in the midst of this, four jewel-like short stories -- one for each of the team members -- that ask questions and demonstrate surprising answers.

Scholastic 163 2022-09-29 1

book The Adventures of Tom Sawyer Mark Twain Mark Twain 9780439099400 439099404 Few books capture both the simplicity and complexities of American life quite like these enduring "boyhood" classics by Mark Twain. The Adventures of Tom SawyerTake a lighthearted, nostalgic trip to a simpler time, seen through the eyes of a special boy named Tom Sawyer. It is a summertime world of hooky and adventure, pranks and punishment, villains and young love.Scholastic Paperbacks 1999-09-01 336 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Milton Hershey? James Buckley (Jr.) James Buckley 9780545801126 545801125 "Discover the man behind the chocolate bar! Milton Hershey's life was filled with invention and innovation. As a young man, he was not afraid to dream big and work hard. Eventually, he learned the secret to mass-producing milk chocolate and the recipe that gave it a longer, more stable shelf life. He founded a school for those who didn't have access to a good education and an entire town for his employees. Both his chocolate empire and his great personal legacy live on today."--Provided by publisher.2014-01-01 105 2022-09-29 1

book Where is Stonehenge? True Kelley True Kelley 9781338237597 1338237594 "Where is Stonehenge? That's an easy question to answer. It sits on the Salisbury Plain in Southern England. But what is the meaning of these strange circles of stones? Was Stonehenge a religious site to honor the dead? Or a sacred place of healing? Or perhaps an astrological calendar? These are much harder questions to answer. However, in an engaging and easy-to-read account, True Kelley puts forth all theories--past as well as current ones--about Stonehenge and the people who four thousand years ago managed to build this amazing monument."--Provided by publisher.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2016-01-01 108 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Babe Ruth? Joan Holub Joan Holub 9780545453493 545453496 Presents the life of the legendary baseball player, from his impoverished childhood, to his famous trade to the Yankees. 105 2022-09-29 1

book What Was the Lewis and Clark Expedition? Judith St. George Judith George 9780448479019 044847901X When Meriwether Lewis, William Clark, and the &quot;Corp of Discovery&quot; left St. Louis, Missouri, on May 21, 1804, their mission was to explore the vast, unknown territory acquired a year earlier in the Louisiana Purchase. The travelers hoped to find a waterway that crossed the western half of the United States. They didn&#039;t. However, young readers will love this true-life adventure tale of the two-year journey that finally brought the explorers to the Pacific Ocean.Grosset & Dunlap 2014-10-16 112 2022-09-29 1

book Where is Area 51? Paula Manzanero Paula Manzanero 9781338557213 1338557211 Describes the isolated Nevada air base known as Area 51, covering its use for testing top-secret aircraft, and discusses speculation about a connection to unidentified flying objects. 2019-01-01 107 2022-09-29 1

book What Was Hurricane Katrina? Robin Koontz Robin Koontz 9780448486628 448486628 On August 25th, 2005, one of the deadliest and most destructive hurricanes in history hit the Gulf of Mexico. High winds and rain pummeled coastal communities, including the City of New Orleans, which was left under 15 feet of water in some areas after the levees burst. Track this powerful storm from start to finish, from rescue efforts large and small to storm survivors’ tales of triumph.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2015-08-11 112 2022-09-29 1

book Who is Stan Lee? Geoff Edgers Geoff Edgers 9780545839068 545839068 Profiles the life and accomplishments of Stanley Lieber, comic book author, publisher of Marvel Comics, and creator of such famous comic-book characters as Spider-Man, the Incredible Hulk, and the Fantastic Four. 2014-01-01 105 2022-09-29 1

book Who was Steve Irwin? Dina Anastasio Dina Anastasio 9780545902267 545902266 Describes the life and career of Steve Irwin, famously known as the Crocodile Hunter, from his childhood and early love of animals to his rise in popularity as a film and television star and naturalist. 2015-01-01 106 2022-09-29 1

book Big Nate: Game On! Lincoln Peirce Lincoln Peirce 9781449427771 1449427774 Big Nate is big news!&nbsp; And the best news is that Big Nate: Game On! is in full color! Big Nate books have sold more than 4.5 million copies and been on the New York Times best-seller list for more than&nbsp;a year.To sixth-grader Nate Wright, life is one big game. So when he suits up for any sport, he does it with an unmistakable swagger. From fine-tuning his trash-talking skills on the basketball court to his cocky &rsquo;tude in the soccer goal, Nate can be a bigger challenge to his teammates than their opponents. Enjoy Nate and his friends&rsquo; mostly hapless sports encounters through not-always-highlight-reel moments in the all-color Big Nate: Game On.&nbsp; Includes poster.Andrews McMeel Publishing 2013-04-16 224 2022-09-30 1

book Pay It Forward Catherine Ryan Hyde Catherine Hyde 9780545801393 545801397 Trevor McKinney, a twelve-year-old boy in a small California town, accepts his teacher's challenge to earn extra credit by coming up with a plan to change the world. His idea is simple: do a good deed for three people and instead of asking them to return the favor, ask them to 'pay it forward' to three others who need help.1999-01-01 261 2022-09-30 1

book The Whipping Boy Sid Fleischman Sid Fleischman 9780439441421 439441420 A shout comes echoing up the stairway &quot;Fetch the whipping boy!&quot;  A young orphan named Jemmy rouses from his sleep. &quot;Ain&#039;t I already been whipped twice today? Gaw! What&#039;s the prince done now?&quot; It was forbidden to spank, thrash, or whack the heir to the throne. Jemmy had been plucked from the streets to serve as whipping boy to the arrogant and spiteful Prince Brat.  Dreaming of running away, Jemmy finds himself trapped in Prince Brat&#039;s own dream--at once brash and perilous. In this briskly told tale of high adventure, taut with suspense and rich with colorful characters, the whipping boy and Prince Brat must at last confront each other.  Award-winning author Sid Fleischman again blends the broadly comic with the deeply compassionate in this memorable novel.Scholastic 90 2022-09-30 1

book Fly Guy Presents: Space Tedd Arnold Tedd Arnold 9780545564922 545564921 Fly Guy and Buzz are back with another great nonfiction book!Award-winning author/illustrator Tedd Arnold brings nonfiction to life in this engaging nonfiction reader! During a visit to a space museum, Fly Guy and Buzz learn all about planets, space crafts, space suits, and even dirty snowballs (i.e. comets!)! With straightforward fun facts, humorous illustrations of Fly Guy and Buzz, and vivid photographs throughout, this book is sure to be a hit with budding astronauts everywhere!*HOLOGRAPHIC FOIL ON THE COVER!*Scholastic Reference 2013-08-27 32 2022-09-30 1

book The Ghost Children Eve Bunting, James Cross Giblin Eve Bunting 9780618604777 618604774 When Matt and Abby go to live with Great-Aunt Gerda in Sierra Madre Canyon after their mother dies, Matt is put off at first by the life-size wooden dolls whom Aunt Gerda talks to and calls her children.&rdquo; However, when someone vandalizes the dolls and two are stolen, it is Matt, with the help of his new friend, Kristin, who foils the would-be thief and returns the dolls to Aunt Gerda.HMH Books for Young Readers 2005-10-17 176 2022-09-30 1

book Curious George A Winter's Nap Priya Giri Desai, Craig Miller Marcy Goldberg Sacks Priya Sacks 9780545438896 545438896 2022-09-30 1

book If You Take a Mouse to School Laura Numeroff Laura Numeroff 9780439442602 439442605 If you take a mouse to school, he&#039;ll ask you for your lunch box. When you give him your lunch box, he&#039;ll want a sandwich to go in it. Then he&#039;ll need a notebook and some pencils. He&#039;ll probably want to share your backpack, too . . .The famous mouse from the New York Times #1 best-seller If You Take a Mouse to the Movies and If You give a Mouse a Cookie is back for his first day of school. Only Laura Numeroff and Felicia Bond could make school this much fun!Scholastic Trade 2003-06-30 32 2022-09-30 1

book David Goes to School David Shannon David Shannon 9780545292511 545292514 David Goes to School (paperback) Scholastic 32 2022-09-30 1

book Who Is Oprah Winfrey? Barbara Kramer, Who HQ, Dede Putra (Illustrator) Barbara Kramer 9781524787509 1524787507 We all know Oprah Winfrey as a talk-show host, actress, producer, media mogul, and philanthropist, but the "Queen of Talk" wasn't always so fortunate. She suffered through a rough childhood and went on to use her personal struggles as motivation. Oprah's kindness, resilience, and determination are just some of the many reasons why her viewers--and people all around the world--love her. The richest African American person of the twentieth century, Oprah is often described as the most influential woman in the world.Penguin Young Readers Group 2019-07-02 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Was Stephen Hawking? Jim E. Gigliotti, Who HQ, Gregory Copeland (Illustrator) Jim Gigliotti 9780451532480 451532481 Stephen Hawking was born exactly three hundred years after the death of the scientist Galileo, so maybe it was written in the stars that he would become a famous scientist in his own right. Although he was diagnosed with a neurological disease at age 21, Stephen did not let the illness define his life. Known for his groundbreaking work in physics, and identified by his wheelchair and computerized voice system, Stephen continued his research until his death in 2018. He is best known for his black hole theories and his best-selling book A Brief History of Time. Stephen Hawking is an example of a person who had a great mind, but an even greater spirit.Penguin Young Readers Group 2019-06-04 112 2022-10-05 1

book Where Is Broadway? Douglas Yacka, Francesco Sedita, Who HQ Douglas Yacka 9781524786502 1524786500 Take your seats, because Where Is Broadway? is ready to take center stage! In a lively and engaging style, authors Douglas Yacka and Francesco Sedita cover the development of the first theaters and the birth of the American musical, as well as the shows and stars that have become Broadway legends. Readers will get the inside story on their favorite shows and may even discover some new ones.Penguin Young Readers Group 2019-04-30 112 2022-10-05 1

book What Is NASA? Sarah Fabiny, Who HQ, Ted Hammond (Illustrator) Sarah Fabiny 9781524786038 1524786039 Find out all about NASA in this out-of-this-world addition to the What Was? series. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, better known as NASA, began in 1958. With its creation, the United States hoped to ensure it won the space race against the Soviet Union. Author Sarah Fabiny describes the origins of NASA, the launching of the Apollo program that landed the first human on the moon, and the many missions and discoveries that have taken place since then. NASA has a rich history and still plays an important role in uncovering the mysteries of the universe. Readers are sure to get sucked into this book.Penguin Young Readers Group 2019-05-07 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Was Selena? Max Bisantz, Kate Bisantz, Who HQ Max Bisantz 9781101995495 1101995491 Discover why Selena, the Queen of Tejano music, became one of the most celebrated Mexican-American entertainers of the twentieth century! As a young girl, Selena Quintanilla sang in a band called Selena y Los Dinos with her brother and sister. The family performed at fairs, weddings, quinceañeras, and on street corners in their native Texas. Selena learned how to sing in Spanish and soon became hugely popular within the Latino community--so much so that she became the best-selling Latin artist of the 1990s. Selena was poised to be a great success, but her life was cut short after being fatally wounded by the president of her fan club. Selena's contributions to music and fashion during her life made her one of the top Latin musicians in the 1990s, and readers will want to know more about the woman who introduced the world to Tejano music.Penguin Young Readers Group 2018-08-07 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Is Wayne Gretzky? (Who Was...?) Gail Herman, Nancy Harrison Gail Herman 9780448483214 448483211 After breaking or tying more than sixty records in hockey, it&#039;s no wonder that Wayne Gretzky is known as &quot;The Great One.&quot; Born in Brantford, Ontario, on January 26, 1961, in a nation obsessed with the sport, he threw himself into the game practically from the time he first laced up a pair of skates. When he retired from the NHL in 1999, he had led several teams to Stanley Cup victories, competed in the Olympics, and changed the way hockey was played forever. Known for his love for family and as a truly decent human being, Wayne Gretzky is revealed as more than a sports legend in this easy-to-read biography.Grosset & Dunlap 2015-02-05 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Are Venus and Serena Williams? James Buckley, Andrew Thomson (Illustrator) James Buckley 9780515158038 515158038 The dynamic story of the Williams sisters, both top-ranked professional tennis players. Venus and Serena Williams are two of the most successful professional American tennis players of all time. Coached at an early age by their parents, the sisters have both gone on to become Grand Slam title winners.  They have both achieved the World Number One ranking in both singles and doubles! Although completely professional and fiercely competitive, the sisters remain close. Who Are Venus and Serena Williams? follows the pair from their early days of training up through the ranks and to the Summer Olympic Games, where they have each won four gold medals--more than any other tennis players. This title in the New York Times best-selling series has eighty illustrations that help bring the exciting story of tennis champs Venus and Serena Williams to life.Penguin Young Readers Group 2017-08-08 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Is Ruth Bader Ginsburg? Patricia Brennan Demuth, Who HQ, Jake Murray (Illustrator) Patricia Demuth 9781524793531 1524793531 Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg is famous for her stylish collars (called jabots) and her commanding dissents. This opera-loving New Yorker has always spoken her mind; as a young lawyer, RBG advocated for gender equality and women's rights when few others did. She gained attention for the cases she won when arguing in front of the Supreme Court, before taking her place on the bench in 1993. Author Patricia Brennan Demuth answers all the question about what makes RBG so notorious and irreplaceablePenguin Young Readers Group 2019-12-03 112 2022-10-05 1

book Who Is Hillary Clinton? (Who Was...?) Heather Alexander Heather Alexander 9780448490151 448490153 Who Is Hillary Clinton? Readers of our New York Times best-selling series can find out now!At age fourteen, Hillary Clinton thought it would be thrilling to become an astronaut, so she sent an application to NASA. The reply was a flat out rejection: the space program didn't take women. It was a critical moment for the young girl, one that made her realize the world she lived in needed changing and that she had better try to make those changes happen. Clinton's life has been a thrilling series of firsts—First Lady of the US, then first First Lady to become a US Senator, Secretary of State, and possibly the first woman to run as the Democratic candidate for President. This easy-to-read biography gives readers a firm grounding not only in Clinton's life history but the history of the times in which she's lived. It comes out as she makes her historic run for the White House.Grosset &amp; Dunlap 2016-08-02 112 2022-10-05 1


